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Abstract

Fundamental to many disciplines is the problem of coordinating the actions of a group of independent
agents. Researchers in distributed computing systems have long endeavored to find efficient solutions to
a variety of problems involving coordination among the processors in such a system. Recently, processor
knowledge has been used to characterize such solution and to derive more efficient ones. Most this
work has concentrated on the relationship between common knowledge and simultaneous coordination.
This paper takes an alternative approach, considering problems in which coordinated actions need not
be performed simultaneously. This approach permits better understanding of the relationship between
knowledge and the different requirements of coordination problems. This paper defines the ideas of
optimal and optimum solutions to a coordination problem and precisely characterizes the problems for
which optimum solutions exist. This characterization is based on combinations of eventual common
knowledge and continual common knowledge. The paper then considers more general problems, for
which optimal, but no optimum, solutions exist. It defines a new form of knowledge, called eztended
common knowledge, which combines eventual and continual knowledge, and shows how extended common
knowledge can be used to both characterize and construct optimal protocols for coordination.
1

Introduction

The problem of coordinating the activity of a set of independent agents is fundamental to many disciplines.
In such problems, the agents are required to agree on a common action to perform. In addition, they must
ensure that the action chosen is legitimate given the context within which they are operating. The purpose
of this work is to explore the relationship between knowledge and coordination and use this to derive efficient
solutions to coordination problems.
This work specifically considers fault-tolerant coordination in a distributed computing system. The agents
are individual processors that communicate via a communication network. It is assumed that some (but
not all) of these processors may be faulty. A coordination protocol is an algorithm by which the nonfaulty
processors successfully coordinate their actions despite the failures of others. There is a large b o d y of
literature within computer science that has studied fault-tolerant solutions to coordination problems, such
as Reliable Broadcast and Distributed Consensus (Fischer [6] provides a survey of many such problems).
More recently, researchers have studied the relationship between simultaneous coordination and common
knowledge [11]. Dwork and Moses [4] showed that achieving common knowledge was necessary for Simultaneous Byzantine Agreement. Moses and Turtle [13] extended this result to a broad class of simultaneous
coordination problems. Neiger and Tuttle [17] considered the more difficult class of consistent simultaneous coordination problems and showed that, in general, their solutions require a stronger form of common
*This work was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under grants CCR-8909663and CCR-9106627.
tThis author was supported in part by a scholarship from the Hariri Foundation.
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knowledge. This suggested that variations in the type of coordination desired may result in corresponding
variations in the type of knowledge required. These three papers used the necessity of common knowledge to
construct optimum protocols to achieve coordination. 1 By having processors perform actions as soon as the
required knowledge was attained, these protocols are guaranteed to match or outperform any other solution.
The requirement of simultaneous coordination is very strong, and this is why common knowledge is needed
to achieve it. But common knowledge is difficult to attain. Halpern and Moses [11] showed that it cannot be
attained in many practical distributed systems and that, therefore, simultaneous coordination is impossible
in these systems. In addition, the requirement of simultaneity is so strong as to obscure the relationship
between knowledge and other requirements of coordination problems. For these reasons, researchers have
begun to consider the relationship between knowledge and nonsimultaneous coordination. Halpern, Moses,
and Waarts [12] considered one such problem, Eventual Byzantine Agreement, and developed a new form
of knowledge, continual common knowledge, that could be used to develop optimal solutions. These are
protocols that are not outperformed by any other solution. Neiger [14] extended these results to the more
difficult class of consistent coordination problems and produced similar results (consequently requiring a
stronger form of continual common knowledge).
The previous papers on nonsimultaneous coordination considered protocols that guarantee that processor choices were correct and in agreement. Their knowledge-based analyses did not explicitly consider a
third requirement of most coordination problems, termination. Such a requirement specifies the executions
in which a nonfaulty processor must terminate the protocol by performing some action. T e r m i n a t i o n is
thus a liveness property (as opposed to correctness and agreement, which are safety properties). Ideally, a
problem's termination condition would require all nonfaulty processors to perform an action in every execution. Unfortunately, this requirement cannot be achieved in many practical systems [8]. In this paper, we
consider the weaker termination condition developed by Gopal and Toueg [9]. This condition requires that,
in any execution in which some processor performs an action, all nonfaulty processors must do so also. To
explicitly reason about satisfaction this termination requirement, one needs to consider eventual common
knowledge [11,19].
This paper considers four types of coordination problems: consistent and nonconsistent problems that
require termination and those that do not. For each type, we establish the minimum knowledge necessary to
perform an action. In some cases, this is simple knowledge or belief but, in the cases requiring termination,
eventual common knowledge is required. We then consider the problem of deriving optimum solutions to
these problems. Recall t h a t an optimum solution is a protocol that matches or outperforms all other solutions.
Although some coordination problems have no optimum solution (e.g., Eventual Byzantine Agreement), such
solutions do exist for some and this paper precisely characterizes those problems. This characterization uses
b o t h continual and eventual common knowledge; the type of knowledge used depends directly on the type
of problem being considered.
We then consider optimal solutions, which do exist for all coordination problems. We show how these
solutions can be characterized and constructed using different forms of knowledge. For problems requiring
termination, this requires a new variant of common knowledge that combines the continual knowledge needed
for agreement and the eventual knowledge needed for termination. We call this extended common knowledge.
The development and use of extended common knowledge is one of the main contributions of this paper.

2

Definitions

This section defines a model of a distributed system. This model is similar to others used to study knowledge
and coordination [4,11,12,13,17].
A distributed system consists of a finite set ~o of n processors and a communication network that connects
them. All processors share a clock that starts at time 0 and advances in increments of one. 2 Computation
proceeds in a sequence of rounds, with round r taking places between time r - 1 and time r. At time 0, each
a T h e s e papers referred to the protocols t h e y developed as optimal. As will be seen below, there is an important distinction
between optimum and optimum protocols.
2Although this paper considers both synchronous and asynchronous systems, it is reasonable to assume that processors share
a global clock. It has been shown [15,20] that synchronous processors can be simulated in systems in which processors and
message passing are asynchronous.
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processor starts in some initial state. Then, in every round, the processor performs some local c o m p u t a t i o n
(and, optionally, a coordination action), sends messages to other processors, and receives messages delivered
to it in t h a t round by the communication network. At any given time, a processor's message history consists
of the list of messages it has sent and received to and from the other processors.
A processor's local state at any given time consists of its initial state, its message'history, the time on
the global clock, and the processor's identity. A global state is a tuple ( s l , . . . ,s=) of local states. A run of
the system is an infinite sequence of global states. An ordered pair (r,l), where r is a run and I is a natural
number, is called a point and represents the state of the system after the first I rounds of r. The global state
at point (r,l) is denoted by r(l) and the local state of processor p at t h a t point is denoted by rp(l).
The delivery pattern of a run specifies, for every message sent in the run, whether or not it is delivered
and, if it is, the round in which this occurs. The class of allowable delivery patterns is determined by
assumptions made a b o u t the communication network. For example, the system may support synchronous
message passing (in which messages are delivered in the round in which they are sent) or totally asynchronous
message passing (in which there is no bound on the number of rounds required for delivery). It may be reliable
(all messages are delivered) or lossy.
Processors follow a communication protocol P, which is a function that, given a processor's local state
at the beginning of a round, specifies the messages a processor is required to send in t h a t round. While
nonfaulty processors send all messages required by the protocol and receive all messages delivered to them,
some processors m a y be faulty. Such a processor may omit to send any of the messages required by its
protocol or m a y fail to receive some of the messages delivered to it. 3 We assume that, of the n processors, at
most t (t < n) can be faulty in any execution. The faulty behavior of a processor specifies, for every round,
the processors to which t h a t processor fails to send messages and the delivered messages t h a t the processor
fails to receive. A failure pattern is a collection of faulty behaviors, one for each processor. Different failure
models place different restrictions on the faulty behaviors t h a t processors may exhibit (a formal specification
of the failure p a t t e r n s allowed by different failure models is beyond the scope of this paper). The results
presented in this p a p e r apply to any benign failure model; specifically, they apply to crash (stopping) failures,
send-omission failures, and general omission failures [16]. Given a run r, let Af(r) refer to the set of processors
t h a t are nonfaulty in r. This set is constant throughout a run.
In this paper, it is i m p o r t a n t to be able to compare two different protocols t h a t solve the same problem.
This is done by comparing their performance under the same conditions; these conditions are the initial
states of the processors and the way t h a t failures and message deliveries occur. Formally, an operating
environment is a triple (I, D, F), where I is a vector of initial states (I[p] is t h a t of p), D is a delivery p a t t e r n ,
and F is a failure pattern. An operating environment is consistent with a run if it matches the initial states
and message deliveries of t h a t run. For example, consider an operating environment t h a t indicates t h a t p
does not fail to send a message to q in round I. If, in run r, p tries but fails to send a message to q in
round l, then the operating environment is not consistent with r. On the other hand, if p did not a t t e m p t
to send a message to q in round l of run r I (because its protocol called for no message to be sent), then
the operating environment (as described) is consistent with r ~. The system being run limits the operating
environments t h a t are consistent with runs of the system; for example, no run of a system with crash failures
will be consistent with an operating environment in which a processor sends two different messages in a
round. Two runs of two different communication protocols are corresponding runs if there is some operating
environment t h a t is consistent with b o t h of them. Different protocols are compared by comparing their
behavior in corresponding runs.
This work identifies a system with the set of all runs of a communication protocol under a given failure
model and with specified assumptions a b o u t message passing. Such a set of runs is denoted by ~ p , where
P is the communication protocol being used; 7~ will be used if P is obvious from context. If r G T~ and 1 is
a natural number, then (r, l) is a point in 7~. In order to analyze systems, it is convenient to have a logical
language in which one can make statements a b o u t the system. A fact in this language is interpreted to be
a p r o p e r t y of points: a fact ~o will he either true or false at a given point (r,l) in T£, denoted (T~,r,l) ~ ~o
and ('R, r,l) ~= ~, respectively. Fact ~ is valid in system 7~, denoted T~ ~ ~, if it is true at all points in
SThis paper does not consider processors that may fail arbitrarily [18]. Neiger and Toueg [16] give formal definitions of a

range of different failure models.
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7~. Although facts are interpreted as properties of points, it is often convenient to refer to facts that are
about objects other than points (e.g., properties of runs). In general, a fact ~ is a fact about X if fixing X
determines the t r u t h (or falsity) of/a.
3

Coordination

Problems

This section defines four classes of coordination problems using the model given in the previous section.

A coordination problem is a finite set of actions C -- { a t , . . . ,am}. Each action has associated with it an
enabling condition okl, which is a fact about the initial input and the identities of the faulty processors
(thus, it is a fact about runs). The processors must coordinate to choose a common action that is enabled.
Processors need not perform their actions simultaneously.
For a protocol to coordinate a choice of actions, there must be a mechanism by which it can specify when
an action is to be performed. An action protocol P(~) is a communication protocol P augmented by an
action function ~. For each ai E C and p E P, ~i,p is a fact about p's local state (see Section 2 above).
P(ili) has p perform ai the first time ~/,p becomes true. An action protocol P ( ~ ) is a decision protocol if a
processor's choice is irrevocable and unique.
There are several ways to define the correctness of an action protocol with respect to a problem C.
Informally, processors must agree and must choose an action that is enabled. In some cases, the actions
taken by the faulty processors are not relevant; in others, their actions are subject to the same correctness
criteria as those of the nonfaulty processors. We call these cases are called nonconsistent and consistent,
respectively. Formally, P(,]i) nonconsistently satisfies C (or N-satisfies C) if the following conditions hold:
1. Validity. If an action is performed by a nonfaulty processor, then that action is enabled: Tgp
2. Agreement. If two nonfaulty processors perform actions, they perform the same action: if (7~p, r, lp)
~i,p A (p e Af) and (Tdp,r, lq) ~ ilii,q A (q e Af), then i = j.

P(ili) consistently satisfies C (or C-satisfies C) if the above conditions hold with the word "nonfanlty" and
the conjuncts "p E Jkf" and "q E .kf" deleted. The earlier literature on knowledge and coordination concent r a t e d on nonconsistent coordination [12,13]; more recently, researchers have begun to consider consistent
coordination [14,17].
In some cases, it is desirable to add a termination condition that specifies when nonfaulty processors
must perform an action (it is assumed that, because of failures, one cannot require faulty processors to
perform an action). Some problems simply require that all nonfaulty processors perform an action in every
run. Such problems cannot, however, be solved in systems with asynchronous communication [8]. For that
reason, this paper considers a weaker termination condition, which requires nonfaulty processors to act only
if some other processor does. Formally, P ( f f ) nonconsistently satisfies C with termination (or NT-satisfies
C) if it N-satisfies C and the following condition holds:
3. Termination. If a nonfaulty processor performs an action, then all nonfanlty processors perform that
action: if (7~p,r,l) ~ ~]~i,pA(p E .Af), then, for all q e .hf(r), there is some l' such that (7~p,r,l') ~ ~lii,q.

P(,]i) consistently satisfies C with termination (or CT-satisfies C) if it C-satisfies C and the above condition
holds with the first word "nonfaulty" and the conjunct "p E Af" deleted.
Halpern, Moses, and Waarts compared solutions to Eventual Byzantine Agreement by comparing their
behavior in corresponding runs. Their m e t h o d is adapted here. Suppose that decision protocols Pl(~iil)
and P2(~liz) b o t h coordinate some problem C. Px(']il) dominates P2(ili2) if, in every pair of corresponding
runs of the two protocols, P2('1i2) has no processor perform an action earlier than Pl(~lit). Notice that the
"dominates" relation is a partial order on the space of solutions to a given problem. It may be that neither
of P1 (if1) and P2 ('I~2) dominates the other; Pt (fix) may outperform P2 (~2) in one operating environment,
while P2(ili2) may outperform Pt (ilil) in another.
A protocol is X-optimum for C (where X is either N, C, NT, or CT) if it X-satisfies C and dominates every
other protocol that does so. Because the "dominates" order is partial, some problems may not have optimum
solutions. For example, Moses and Tuttle [13] gave two solutions to Eventual Byzantine Agreement: one
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could decide on 0 very quickly (but was slow in deciding 1) and the other could decide 1 very quickly. They
showed that there was no solution that could decide both values very quickly. Thus, there was no protocol
that dominated b o t h of the others and, hence, there was n o optimum protocol. In contrast, protocol P('I~)
is X-optimal for C if it X-satisfies C and if every P ' ( ~ ' ) that X-satisfies C and dominates P ( f f ) is in turn
dominated by P ( f f ) .
Although there is no optimum solution to Eventual Byzantine Agreement, there are coordination problems
for which optimum solutions do exist. Section 6 precisely characterizes these problems. Section 9 shows how
to construct optimal solutions to any of the problems defined here.
4

Definitions

of Knowledge

The analysis in this paper depends on a processor's knowledge at different points in an execution. This
section defines such a notion of knowledge. The treatment here is an adaptation of others [4,11,12,13,17].
This section gives a way to express processor knowledge by augmenting the logical language introduced
in Section 2. We assume that the language is powerful enough to represent all relevant ground facts--facts
about the system t h a t do not explicitly mention processors' knowledge--and is dosed under the standard
boolean connectives A and -~.
Processor knowledge was first defined by Halpern and Moses [11] in the following way. Processor p knows
9 at point (r, l) in system T~, denoted (7~, r, l) ~ Kp9 , if (7~, r ~,l ~) ~ 9 for all runs (r t, l ~) in 7~ such that
r~(l ~) = rp(l) (note that, because the global clock is part of a processor's local state, l ~ must equal I for this
equality to hold). Thus, a processor always knows any true fact about its local state (recall that an action
protocol's predicates ~i,p are all facts about p's local state).
Because this paper deals with coordination among a group of processors, different forms of group knowledge are important. Most interesting are sets of processors whose membership may vary from one run to
another or over the course of a run. These are called indexical sets; their membership is determined by the
point being considered. For example, if 8 is an indexical set, then 8(r,1) refers to the contents of the set at
point (r,l). Examples of indexical sets include the set of nonfanlty processors H and sets of processors that
know certain facts. 4 It is often useful to condition a processor's knowledge on the processor's membership
in a specific set. We say that processor p believes 9 conditional on S i f p knows that, if it is in 8, 9 is true.
T h a t is, B~9 -= Kp(p 6 8 ~ 9). It is easy to see that ( ~ , r , l ) ~ B~9 if (7~,r~,l) ~ 9 for all runs r such
that r~(l) = rp(1) and p 6 8 ( r ~,l). Processor knowledge, using the Kp operators will be used to define strong
notions of group knowledge, while processor belief, using B~, will be used to define weaker notions.
Researchers studying simultaneous coordination problems [4,13,17] have found that common knowledge
is necessary for the solution of such problems. Informally, a fact 9 is common knowledge to 8 if everyone in
8 knows 9, everyone knows that everyone knows 9, and so on. The foUowing is a brief overview of a more
formal definition, based logical fixed points. Everyone in indexical set 8 knows 9, denoted Esg, is defined
to be Apes Kpg" All processors in S believe 9, denoted Asg, is equivalent to Apes B~9. Based on this, two
forms of common knowledge are defined, a strong one based on knowledge and a weak one based on belief.
Strong common knowledge of fact 9 by set $, denoted Ssg, is the greatest fixed point of the equivalence
X ~ E s ( g A X ) . Weak common knowledge of fact 9 by set 8, denoted W s g , is the greatest fixed point of the
equivalence X ~ A s ( g A X ) . S s 9 is equivalent to the infinite conjunction A~_>~ E~9, while W s 9 is equivalent
to A~>~ A/s9 • Neiger and Tuttle [17] showed that strong common knowledge was necessary for the solution
of c o ~ i s t e n t simultaneous coordination, while Moses and Turtle [13] observed that achieving weak common
knowledge was sufficient to achieve nonconsistent simultaneous coordination. The remainder of this section
introduces two modifications of common knowledge that are appropriate to the study of nonsimultaneous
coordination. Each has a strong and a weak version, which are appropriate to the analysis of consistent and
nonconsistent coordination problems, respectively.
Eventual common knowledge [11,19] relaxes the simultaneity that is inherent in true common knowledge.
For this reason, it is more appropriate in the study of problems that do not require simultaneous coordination.
Informally, a fact is eventual common knowledge to a set of processors if they all eventually know it, all
4Recall t h a t Af(v) was defined to be the set of processors uonfaulty in run ~. W h e n convenient, Af(~, l) will be used t o refer
t o t h e p r o c e s s o r s nonfaulty at point (~, l), but it should be u n d e r s t o o d then that .N'(r, l) = Af(~,l ~) for all l and l'.
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eventually know that all others eventually know it, and so forth. As will be seen below, eventual common
knowledge is necessary for achieving termination in a solving a coordination problem. The definition of
eventual knowledge uses the temporal operator eventually ~. ( ~ , r , l ) ~ 0~0 if and only if ( ~ , r , l I) ~ ~o
for some I I > l. Eventual common knowledge is also defined using fixed points. Strong eventual common
knowledge of fact ~ by set S, denoted $~7v, is the greatest fixed point of the equivalence X ~ ~Es(~o A X). 5
Weak eventual common knowledge of fact ~o by set S, denoted W ~ o , is the greatest fixed point of the
equivalence X ~=~ ~,As(~o A X). For the cases considered in this paper, S~0 implies (but is not equivalent to)
the infinite conjunction Ai>l(~Es)i~o. A similar statement is true for weak eventual common knowledge.
One should note that eventual common knowledge is weaker that simple common knowledge. It does not
require that processors gain their knowledge simultaneously or that all levels of knowledge will ever hold
simultaneously. Eventual common knowledge does not, in general, imply "eventually" common knowledge.
Both forms of eventual common knowledge satisfy positive introspection; if a fact is eventual common
knowledge to a set, then all members of the set eventually know (or believe) this. T h a t is, S ~ o ~ ~ E s S ~ o
and W ~ o ~ ~ A s W ~ o are valid. Each form of eventual common knowledge satisfies an induction rule that
can be used to show that certain facts are eventual common knowledge:
• If ~ ~

~Es(~A ¢)

is valid in a system, then ~ ~ S ~ ¢ is also valid in that system.

• If ~ :=~ ~ A s ( ~ A ¢) is valid in a system, then ~o ~ W e e is also valid in that system.
This paper considers cases in which facts ~o about runs (specifically, the enabling conditions of a coordination
problem) become eventual common knowledge to the set .Af of nonfaulty processors. Because this set is
assumed to never be empty, it is not hard to see that, in these cases, S ~ o =-~ ~o and W ~ ~ ~ are valid.
Although eventual common knowledge is necessary for termination, Halpern, Moses, and Waarts [12]
showed that it cannot be used to achieve the agreement needed to solve a coordination problem. Intuitively,
the reason for this is that, unlike true common knowledge, different processors may learn of eventual common
knowledge at different times. This lack of synchronization may lead to disagreement. They showed that, to
ensure that no disagreement occurred at any time during a run, it is necessary to use a kind of knowledge
that was continual over all points of a run. They called this continual common knowledge.
This form of knowledge makes use of the temporal operator always IS. (7~,r, l) ~ [E~ if and only if
(7~, r, F) ~ 7~ for all l ~. Continual common knowledge can now be defined in a by now familiar manner.
Strong continual common knowledge of fact ~o by set S, denoted S ~ , is the greatest fixed point of the
equivalence X ¢-~ [EEs(~ A X). Weak continual common knowledge of fact ~ by set S, denoted W ~ is
the greatest fixed point of the equivalence X ¢:~ ~Es(~o A X). As defined here, Ss~o is equivalent to the
infinite conjunction A i > ~ ( D E s ) ~ (and similarly for weak continual common knowledge). T h a t is, a fact
is continual common knowledge to a set if it is always the case that everyone in the set knows ~o, it is
always the case that everyone in the set knows that it is always the case that everyone in the set knows
~, etc. Continual common knowledge is stronger than simple common knowledge. It guarantees that all
members know a fact at all times and that all levels of knowledge hold at all times. Continual common
knowledge implies "continually" common knowledge. Halpern, Moses, and Waarts used weak continual
common knowledge to construct optimal solutions to Eventual Byzantine Agreement. Neiger [14] explored
the use of strong continual common knowledge in the solutions of consistent coordination problems. Continual
common knowledge, as used in these papers, is not stronger than the simple common knowledge used in
the papers on simultaneous coordination. The reason for this is the subtle definition of the set to which the
knowledge is ascribed.
The two forms of continual common knowledge have properties similar to eventual common knowledge.
Both satisfy positive introspection; if a fact is continual common knowledge to a set, then it is always
the case t h a t all members of the set know this: S ~ o =:~ [~Es(~o A S ~ ) and W ~ o ~ ~ A s ( ~ h W ~ o )
are b o t h valid. Both satisfy a kind of negative introspection, in that the following implications are valid:
-~S~o A Kp(p ~ S) ~ K p - ~ $ ~ and - ~ W ~ A (p ~ S) ~ B ~ W s ~ o . Each form of continual common knowledge
satisfies an induction rule:
~This is slightly different from the original definition of Halpern and Moses [11]. They defined eventual common knowledge
to be the greatest fixed point of the equivalence X ~ A ~ s ~K~(~oA X). For all cases considered in this paper, this definition
is equivalent to that given here for strong eventual common knowledge.
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• If ~o =~ E]Es(~o A ¢) is valid in a system, then ~o =~ S ~ ¢ is also valid in that system.
• If ~ ~ EJAs(~o A ¢) is valid in a system, then ~ ~ W ~ ¢

is also valid in that system.

Finally, continual c o m m o n knowledge is continualin that, if it is true at any point in a run, it is true at
every point in that run. Thus, S ~ ~ E ~ S ~ and W ~ o ~ E ~ W ~ o are both valid.

5

Knowledge and Coordination

This section shows some basic relationships between processor knowledge and solutions to the different types
of coordination problems defined earlier. These relationships will be used to construct some very simple
solutions to these problems that will serve as the foundation of subsequent results.
Note first that, to perform an action, a processor must know (or believe) that the action is enabled:
T h e o r e m 1: Let C be a coordination problem.

1. If

N-satisfiesC, then np

S f ok .

2. If P(ff) C-satisfies C, then 7Zp ~ ~i,p ~ Kpoki.
For problems requiring termination, a processor must ensure, before taking an action, that all nonfanlty
processors will eventually perform the same action. Each of these processors must in turn know the same
thing. This relationship indicates that eventual common knowledge is necessary for problems requiring
termination:
T h e o r e m 2: Let C be a coordination problem.

1. If P(ff) NT-satisfies C, then 7Zp ~ ffi,p ~ Bp Wxtoki.
2. If P(@) CT-satisfies C, then 7Zp ~ ffi,p ~ KpS~oki.
Theorems 1 and 2 suggest a family of very simple coordination protocols. Each endeavors to perform one
action as quickly as possible while the others are never performed. While these protocols may be neither
optimal nor optimum, they are important in the development of optimum protocols.
T h e o r e m 3: Let C be a coordination problem. For each ai 6 C, consider an action function ffi defined so

that ~,p ~_ false for all j # i and p 6 79.
1. p(~i) N-satisfies C if ~,p _-- B~f oki;
2. p(~.i) C-satisfies C if ~,p ~ Kpoki;
3. P(ff2i) NT-satisfies C if ~,p ~ B~W~oki; and
4. p(~i) CT-satisfies C if ff~,p _= KpS~oki.
6

Optimum Protocols

Moses and Tuttle [13] showed that there exists no optimum pr'otocol for Eventual Byzantine Agreement.
This section shows there are some coordination problems for which optimum protocols do exist. It precisely
characterizes these problems and gives specifications of optimum solutions. The characterization is sufficient
because it guarantees that a protocol can perform an action as soon as one of the necessary conditions of
Theorems 1 and 2 becomes true (the resulting protocol must thus be optimum). The characterization is
necessary because it is implied by the existence of a protocol that dominates all the simple protocols given
in Theorem 3 (an optimum protocol would dominate all of these).
As has been noted elsewhere [2,4,13,17], there is an optimum solution to a problem if and only if there
is a solution using a full-information communication protocol [2,7,10]. A full-information protocol is one in
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which each processor sends its local state to all others in each round and, at the end of a round, sets its
local state to the vector of messages received in that round. Moses and Tuttle [13] showed that, if failures
are benign, a full-information protocol can be simulated by one that uses messages of polynomial size.
Lemma 4 shows that the conditions shown necessary in Theorems 1 and 2 must be continual common
knowledge whenever any action is taken by an optimum full-information protocol. In the statement of this
lemma, ~i indicates that some (nonfaulty) processor is performing action ai. The sets Si to which the
continual common knowledge is ascribed contain all processors that have the minimum knowledge necessary
to perform some other action.

L e m m a 4: Let C be a coordination problem.

1. If F(ili) is N-optimum for C, then T~F ~
{p e .,V'l 2a i e C[j ¢ i A SpOoky]}.

~i ~

W~oki,

where ~i --- Vpejv~lil,p and Si :

2. If F(~) is C-optimum for C, then 7~F ~
{p e 79 I 3aj e C[j ¢ i A Kpokj]}.

~i :-~ S~oki, where ~i --- VpeT~i,p and Si --

3. If F(~) is NT-optimum for C, then ~ F ~ !ai ~ WsD~W~foki, where ~i --- VpeAf !lii,p and Si =
{p e All S a i e C[j ¢ i A B~CW~okj]}.
.4. If F(~li) is CT-optimum for C, then 7~F ~ ~i ~
{p e 79 I Saj e C[j ¢ i A KpS~okj]}.

[] <>

$s,S~foki, where iol _= Vpep']ii,p and Si --

Lemma 4 gives a property that holds of any optimum protocol: whenever some action ai is performed, it
is continual common knowledge that ai can be performed to the set of processors that might perform another
action. This is not possible for all coordination problems. Theorem 5 gives the conditions that are necessary
and sufficient for the existence of optimum protocols. Informally, these conditions state that, whenever a
processor has the minimum knowledge necessary to perform some action, then it also knows (or believes)
t h a t the continual common knowledge given in Lemma 4 also holds.
T h e o r e m 5: Let C be a coordination problem.

1. There is an N-optimum protocol for C if and only if ~ F ~ B~f oki =~ Va~ec Bp~fWs~
[] okj, where 8 i =
{q e Af I 3k e C[k ¢ j A Bq~okk]}.
2. There is a C-optimum protocol for C if and only if T~F ~ Kpoki ~ Va~ecKpS~ okj, where 8j =
{q e 79 13k e v[k # j A Kqokk]}.
3. There is an NT-optimum protocol for C if and only if 7~F ~

~fW#oki
~
~fWs
[] W~oki,
Bp
=-~ V~c Bp

where 8j = {q e . ~ I 3k e C[k ¢ j A gq~W~ok~]}.

4. There is a CT-optimum protocol for C if and only if nFF ~ KpS~.oki ~ Va~ec KpS~S~okj, where
8~ = {q e 79 I 3k e C[k ¢ j A KqS~fok~]}.
Proo] Sketch:
This proof gives only the third case; the others are similar. Assume that there is a total
order ' < ' on the actions in C.
Consider first the "if" direction and assume that the given condition holds. Consider now the protocol
where
_=
,.
,
[] 5 oki A A,~i
We will show that f ( ¢ ) is NT-optimum
for C. Note first that it NT-satisfies C. Clearly, it satisfies the validity condition. Now, suppose for a
contradiction that, in some run r, two nonfaulty processors p and q perform actions ai and ay at times
I and l', respectively, where i < j. These imply (7£~,r,I') ~ -~WsSW~oki and (7~F,r,l) ~ Ws~W~oki,
which are contradictory because of the continuality of Ws,
[] W~ok i. To prove termination, suppose that
( 7 ~ , r, l) ~ ilia,p, where p e At(r). By the definition of ~li, (T~F, r, l) ~ [] A~<i "~Ws~
[] W~fokl.
¢
The proof must
show that, for all q ~ At(r), there is some l' such that (T~F,r,l') ~ ilil,q. This can be done using several
applications of both positive and negative introspection.

w W okj).
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The proof now shows that F(@) is NT-optimum. Consider any protocol F(@) that NT-satisfies C.
Suppose that @i,p holds at some point (r, l). The proof must show that, for some ai E C, @i,p must hold at
(r,l). By Theorem 2 applied to F(@), it must be that B~W~oki. By the originalhypothesis, Bp~ ' w s[]w J c0o k i
f o r s o m e a j E C. Consider the least s u c h j . I f j = / , t h e n Bp
~"W~coki by assumption. I f j ~ i, t h e n p E ,Si, so
~
BpJ¢Wgokj
by positive introspection. Now consider any k < j. Since Bp~"W~foki,
~
B~r(p E S~). By positive
introspection, it must be that - W ~ W~ok i and, by negative introspection, B,N'~l^l[]
p ~ , s ~I^l~
, ~ i .^Z, Since this is
true for all k < j , it is clear that 6j,p holds, as desired.
Next, consider the "only if" direction. Assume that there is some NT-optimum protocol F(O) for C. The
6~
Suppose that(7~y,r,l) ~ BpJ¢W~okl.
6
~.
proof must show t h a t 7~y ~ B~W~fokl
~ Vajec B'N"^'[]W
p "s~ /¢~J"
This means that, when executing the protocol F ( 6 i) defined in the NT-case of Theorem 3, p executes ai at
point (r,l). Since F ( ~ ) is NT-optimum, it dominates F ( 6 i ) , so (7IF,r,/) ~ 6i,p for some ai E C. Consider
now any run r ' such that r~(l) = rp(l) and p E .N'(r'). Since 6/,p is a fact about p's locai state, it must
hold at (r',l), so (7~y,r',l) ~ ~o/, where ~j is defined as in the NT-case of Lemma 4. By that 1emma,
W •W okj. Thus,
Bp" WsWtgok~,
[]
giving the desired validity.
[]
One can note at this point that the result of Moses and Turtle, that there can be no optimum protocol
for Eventual Byzantine Agreement, can be seen as a corollary to Theorem 5. Eventual Byzantine Agreement
is a coordination problem with two actions a0 and al, where al indicates "decide i." The enabling conditions
okl are "some processor began in initial state i." The problem, as typically defined, considers N-satisfaction
(since there are, for synchronous systems, protocols that terminate in all runs, any optimum protocol will
do so also).
C o r o l l a r y 6: There is no N-optimum protocol for Eventual Byzantine Agreement.

Proof:

Consider a run r in which there are two correct processorsp and q such that p's initial state is 0 and
q's is 1. We will show that (7~F,r,O) ~ B~oko A -~B#W[]p
So ok0 A
. . 5, ok1, where ,So = {r E .N'[ B~gOkl}
and S1 = {r E .N" I B f o k 0 } . By Theorem 5, this will indicate that there can be no N-optimum protocol for Eventual Byzantine Agreement. Consider p's belief at time 0. Clearly, B~Cok0 because its initiai
state is 0. This implies p E 31(r,0). Since ~B~Cok~ (there has been no communication), it must be that
-~Wg ok1. Similarly, q E S 0 ( r , 0 ) a n d ~ B f o k 0 , soWgok0. Thus, BpWs0ok0^ BpW8 ok1, asdesired. []

~Rl~f,^l[]up

Theorem 5 gives four conditions, one for each type of coordination, that are necessary and sufficient for
the existence of an optimum solution. This theorem can be used to show that certain problems have optimum
solutions regardless of the type of coordination required. These include problems whose enabling conditions
of all actions are mutually exclusive. For example, suppose that one processor is seeking to broadcast a
binary value. If a processor can decide on a value v only if that was the broadcaster's value, then the
enabling conditions for deciding 0 and deciding 1 are mutually exclusive and there is an optimum protocol, s
In addition, there may be optimum solutions to problems in which the enabling conditions are related in
certain ways. Consider a problem with three possible actions such that the following implications are valid:
ok1 ~ ~oka; ok3 ~ -~Okl; and ok2 ~ ok1. Such a problem always has an optimum solution.
Not all coordination problems admit optimum solutions. However, every coordination problem has a
nonempty set of optimal solutions. The remainder of this paper considers the development of optimal
solutions. Halpern, Moses, and Waarts [12] showed how the weak form of continual common knowledge could
be used to construct optimal solutions to Eventual Byzantine Agreement. Neiger [14] used a stronger form to
derive solutions to a class of consistent coordination problems. Neither of these works explicitly considered the
termination properties of the protocols they developed. When problems requiring termination are considered,
it is necessary to combine eventual knowledge to continual knowledge. We call this combination eztended

common knowledge.
SThese enabling conditions are different from those classically given for ReliableBroadcast. Those conditions also permit
deciding either value if the broadcaster is faulty, regardless of its initial value.
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7

Extended

Common

Knowledge

The optimum protocols given in Section 6 for problems with termination required processors to gain continual common knowledge of eventual common knowledge of some enabling condition. Recall that eventual
common knowledge is the greatest fixed point of the "everyone eventually knows" operator, while continual
common knowledge is the greatest fixed point of the "everyone always knows" operator. To characterize the
domination relation between solutions to problems requiring termination, it becomes essential to develop
a form of common knowledge that is the greatest fixed point of both these operators together. We call
this extended common knowledge. Extended common knowledge pertains to two potentially different sets of
processors: the set with eventual knowledge and the set with continual knowledge.
Strong extended common knowledge o[ [act ~ to sets S and T, denoted S~,T~ , is the greatest fixed point
of
x
OEs( ^ x ) A
A X).

Weak extended common knowledge of fact ~ to sets S and T, denoted Ws~z~o, is the greatest fixed point of
X ~ OAs(~p A X) A []Act0p A X).

SS~,Tg~ implies (but is not equivalent to) the infinite conjunction

QEs(p A []E~-laA (QEs)~p A QEs [] EcrlaA E]EcrCEslo A ([]Ecr)21aA....

(1)

(A simildr statement is true of weak extended common knowledge.) This is the first form of common
knowledge that is the fixed point of two different knowledge operators. It turns out to be exactly what is
necessary to capture the combined agreement and termination conditions of some coordination problems.
Both forms of extended common knowledge satisfy positive introspection with respect to b o t h eventual
and continual knowledge. Thus, the following are valid:
• S~,~-~ =-~ OEsS~,~r ~ A []E~r(~ A Ss.T~), and
•

^

^

(These can be stated more strongly; the forms given are sufficient for the results of this paper.) Both satisfy
a kind of negative introspection with respect to continual knowledge, in that the following are valid:
• -~S~,~-~pA Kp(p • T) ~ Kp-~S~,~r~p; and

• -~W~,7-,P A (p e 7-) ~ Bp -~Ws,~-,P.
Extended common knowledge does not satisfy negative introspection with respect to eventual knowledge,
which makes reasoning about it more difficult than reasoning about continual common knowledge.
Each form of extended common knowledge satisfies an induction rule that can be used to show that
certain facts are extended common knowledge:
• If ~ =.~ Q E s ( ~ A ¢) A []E~-(~ A ¢) is valid in a system, then ~ =~ S~,~-¢ is also valid in that system.
• If ~ =~ QAs(~ A ¢) A []A~-(~ A ¢) is valid in a system, then ~ =-~ Ws~,~r¢ is also valid in that system.
The sections below use extended common knowledge with the same kinds of sets that Section 6 used
with eventual and continual common knowledge. The set used with eventual knowledge is the set Af of
nonfaulty processors, because this is the set of processors that must eventually perform an action. The sets
used with continual knowledge are sets that know that performing some action is possible; these are the sets
that must be brought into agreement with each other. Explicitly considered are cases in which facts ~ about
runs (specifically, the enabling conditions of a coordination problem) become extended common knowledge.
Because the first set Af is assumed to never be empty, it is not hard to see that, in these cases, S ~ , s ~ =~
and W ~ , s ~ =.~ ~o are valid. These implications will be used to simplify the presentation of some protocols
below.
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It is important to understand the difference between extended common knowledge, as used below, and
continual common knowledge of eventual common knowledge, which was used in Section 6. As noted above,
strong eventual common knowledge to 8 (S$ta) implies the infinite conjunction ~i>_t(~Es)ito. Similarly,
strong continual common knowledge to T (S~io) is equivalent to the infinite conjunction Ai>t([EEcr)ita.
Thus, S[]S<>~r
sw,
^ which is used in Section 6, implies the infinite conjunction Ai,j>t(~ET)i(~Es)Jto._ Note that
all [EE~- operators precede all ~ E s operators. In contrast, strong extended common knowledge of !o by 8 and
T (Ss~,~r) implies the infinite conjunction of all orderings of these operators as noted in Equation 1 above.
S~,~r thus implies S~rS
[] s~ 7~. It is the additional flexibility of the combination of knowledge operators that is
needed to characterize domination as is done in the next section.
Many of the results of the next sections depend upon the knowledge of the set of processors performing
any action other than a specified one. Given an action function ¢ and some action al • C, let 7~/ =
(p • 7~ [ ~a~ • C[j ¢ i A ~,v]} be the set of processors performing Some action other than ai. Let
Afi = (p • .hf [ ~aj • C[j ¢ i A !!ij,v]} be the set of nonfaulty processors performing some action other than
ai. Note that, for all p • 7~ and el • C, both (p • 7~i) ~ Kv(p • 791) and (p • .A/i) ~ B~(p • JYl) are valid.

8

Knowledge

and

Domination

This section exhibits a direct relationship between a dominating protocol and the knowledge that it must
have about the protocol it dominates. Both continual common knowledge and extended common knowledge
are used to characterize this relationship. We then show how these forms of knowledge can be used to
construct a protocol that dominates a given protocol.
The following theorem shows that the domination relationship between two action protocols (each using
the same communication protocol) can be expressed using some form of common knowledge. In the case of
nonconsistent problems, a weak form is used, while a strong form is needed for consistent problems. Problems
requiring termination use extended common knowledge, while the others require only continual common
knowledge. Informally, Theorem 7 states that for a processor to perform an action in a dominating protocol,
it must know (or believe) that continual or extended common knowledge holds, where the set possessing the
continual knowledge contains processors performing some other action in the dominated protocol.

Theorem 7: Let C be a coordination problem and let P(~) and P(@) be such that P(~) dominates P(~).

1. If both protocols N-satisfy C, then TEp ~ ~i,p :=~Bv WAft okl.
Z. If both protocols C-satisfy C, then Tip ~ wI~i,v=~ KpS~i oki.
3. If both protocols NT-satisfy C, then TEp ~ q2i,v ~ B~fW~,~f~ oki.
4. If both protocols CT-satisfy C, then TEp ~ @i,v ~ KvS~,7~,oki.
Proof:

Proofs are supplied for the first and fourth cases.
Assume that both protocols N-satisfy C. Let ¢i -~ VqE~f q2i,q. Using techniques seen earlier (including
induction), it is sufficient to show that TEF ~ ¢i ~ [EA~f~(¢i A oki). Suppose that (T~v, r, l) ~ ¢i and assume
that p E .h/~(r,l') for some 1'. By the definition of.A/i, p • .h/(r) and, for some j ¢ i, ( n p , r,l') ~ ~J,v.
Since P(q,) dominates P(il!), the agreement condition ensures that (TEv,r,l') ~ ~i,v. By Theorem 1,
(TEp, r,l') ~ Bp~oki and clearly, (np,r,l') ~ B~¢i. Thus, (TEp, r,l) ~ O A ~ ( ¢ / h ok,), as desired.
Now assume t h a t both protocols CT-satisfy C. Let ~/'i ~ VqE~ ~i,q. It is sufficient to show that
7~v ~ ¢i ~ <>Ez(¢i A okl) A [EE~,,(¢i A oki). Assume that (TEv,r,l) ~ ¢i. The proof that (7~v,r,l)
[EE~,,(¢i A okl) is similar to the one given above for A~f~. Since P(q2) has some processor perform al in
r, all processors p • .Af(r) must perform al at some time 1'. Thus, (nv, r,l') ~ @~,v;using Theorem 1,
(Tip, r,l') ~ Kv(¢i A okl), completing the proof.
[3
The first two cases above are essentially the same as results observed earlier [12,14]. The results regarding
problems requiring termination are new.
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The following lemma is central both to the characterization and construction of optimal protocols given
in Section 9. It shows how, given a coordination protocol, to construct a protocol that dominates it. This is
done by improving the performance of selected action so that is performed as quickly as is possible by any
protocol that dominates the original one.
L e m m a 8: Let C be a coordination problem and let a1 be any action in C.

1. y P(~l!) N.satisfies C, then P(@) N-satisfies C and dominates P(~l!) if
ff2 i ,p --:

{ B~(ok~ A W~ o~)

¢i= j

2. If P(,I,) C-satisfies C, then P(q) C-satisfies C and dominates P(¢) if
( K~(okjAS~okj)

ifi=j

3. If P(~) NT.satisfies C, then P(~) NT-satisfies C and dominates P(~) if
@i,p ~-

taAf~M~
ok
Op ,, #,~f~ j

if i = j

B.N'~W ~

4. If P(~) CT-satisfies C, then P(~) CT-satisfies C and dominates P(q) if
qi,~ -=

K ~S#'7'~ °ki
Oi,~ A Kf~S~,7, ~ok~

if i = j
if i ¢ j.

Proof:

The proof considers only the fourth case; the remainder are similar. Suppose that P(di) CT-satisfies
C and let P(@) be as defined above. The proof must show that P(~I') CT-satisfies C and that it dominates
P ( q ) . Consider first the validity condition. Suppose that (7~p, r,l) ~ qi,p. If i = j, then (Tip, r,l)
KpS~,7,' ok i. Since S.~,~ ok i ~ okj is valid, aj is an enabled action. If i ~ j, then (Tip, r, I) ~ ~li~,p and
al is enabled because of the assumption that P(~li) CT-satisfies C. Next consider the agreement condition.
Suppose that processors p and q perform actions ai~ and aG, respectively, in run r. If neither ip nor iq is j ,
then/liip,p and Oi,,q hold in r, implying that ip = iq. Alternatively, assume without loss of generality that
p performs aj at time 1. Then (7~p,r,l) ~ KpS~,7, okj. Suppose now that (T~p,r,l') ~ !l~i,qfor some I' and
some i # j. Since q • ~ j ( r , l ' ) , (rep,r,l') ~ KqS~,~,ok~ by positive introspection. Thus, it is impossible
for q to perform al and agreement is preserved. Finally, consider the termination condition. Assume that
(7~p,r,l) ~ #i,p. The proof must show that, for every q • Af(r), there is some l' such that (7~p,r,l') ~ qi,q.
Consider two cases:
• i = j.

Then (7~v,r,l) ~ KpS~,7,jokj.

By positive introspection, there is an l ~ > l such that

(7~p, r, V) ~ KqSz~-~, ~ okj
• i # j. Then (T~v,r,l) ~ ~i,p A Kp~S~,7,jok i. By the termination of P(O), there is an l' such that

(np,r,,') ~ ,,,q. If (n~,~,l') ~ s~,~ okj, then, since p • Pj(r,l), (n.,~,l) ~ KpS~,~ ok~. This is
a contradiction, so (T~p,r,l') ~ ~S~,pjokj. Since (7~p,r,F) ~ Kq(q • ~i), (7~p,r,l') ~ Kp~S~,7, ok i
by negative introspection.
In either case, q eventually performs al, as desired.
To show that P(ff2) dominates P(O), assume that (7~p, r,l) ~ Oi,p. The proof must show that, for some
a~ E C, (T~p,r,l) ~ ~k,p. Consider two cases:
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• i = j. Since P(~l!) dominates itself, Theorem 7 implies that (np,r,l) ~ KpS~,% okj; thus, (np,r,l)
il~j,p.
• i ¢ j. Recall that (rip, r,/) ~ Kp(p e 79j). Consider now two subcases:

- (7~e,r,l) ~ S~f,7,j okj. Then (T~p,r,l) ~ KpS~,% okj by positive introspection, so (7~p,r,l)
@j,p.
-

(7~p, r, l) ~ ~S~,% ok~. Then (7~p, r, l) ~ K~-~S~,% ok~ by negative introspection, so (rip, r, l)
~tI~i, p .

In all cases, P(ili) has p act at time l, as desired, so P ( ~ ) dominates P(~).

D

Halpern, Moses, and Waarts [12] and Neiger [14] gave methods, using continual common knowledge, of
constructing dominating protocols for coordination problems that did not require termination. Their techniques, however, cannot be applied to problems requiring termination (using extended common knowledge
in place of continual common knowledge). Informally, this is because their techniques rely on negative introspection properties of continual common knowledge that are not possessed by extended common knowledge.
Thus, the techniques presented here are more general because they can be applied to problems requiring
termination. In addition, they are simpler in the following sense: the dominating protocol is constructed by
replacing only one action predicate (the one for the action whose performance is to be improved); the others
are simply augmented by adding a conjunct to the already existing predicate. This allows the new protocol
to rely on the correctness of the original one.
Theorem 7 can be used to show that the generated protocol P(@) performs the chosen action aj as
quickly as any protocol that dominates the original P(ili). Theorem 10 in the following section shows how
Lemma 8 can be used iteratively to generate optimal protocols.
9

Optimal

Protocols

This section provides a precise characterization of optimal protocols for coordination and a method by
which any protocol can be converted into an optimal one. As in Section 6, this section concentrates on
full-information protocols, in which a processor sends its local state (as a message) in each round and then
sets its local state to the vector of messages it receives. If there is an optimal protocol that dominates a
given protocol, then there is an optimal full-information protocol that does so also.
Theorem 9 gives the necessary and sufficient conditions for a full-information protocol to be optimal. It
turns out that these conditions are closely related to the dominating conditions established in Theorem 7.
T h e o r e m 9: Let C be a coordination problem and let F(,]!) be a full-information protocol.

1. F(~) is N-optimal for C if and only if n F ~ ~i,p ¢-~ B~(oki A W~, oki) A Aj~i -~J,p.
2. F('~) is C-optimal for C if and only i~nF ~ ~i,p ¢-~ Kp(okl A S~,okl) A Aj~i-~J,p"
3. F(il!) is NT-optimal for C if and only if 7~F ~ ffi,p ~ B~W~,Z, oki h Aj¢i -~ilij,p.
4. F(~) is CT-optimal for C if and only if 7~e ~ ilii,p ~ KpS~,p, okl A Aj¢i ~ffj,p.
Proof:

Two cases are proven; the rest are similar.
Consider first the "if" direction for N-optimality. Assume that

%

St(ok, ^ W
,ok,)A A

Clearly, F(~li) N-satisfies 6. Let F(~2) be a protocol that N-satisfies C and that dominates F(ff); the proof
must show that F(ili) dominate.s f(@). Suppose that (T~F,r,I) ~ @i,p. If (7~F,r,l) ~ Vj¢i ,]ij,p, the proof is
complete; assume instead that (7IF,r,/) ~ Aj#i-~Iij p. By Theorem 1, (T~F,r,I) ~ B~oki. By Theorem 7,
(7IF, r,/) ~ B~fW~f~oki. Thus, (7~,r,l) ~ ']ii,p and F(,]i) is optimal.
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Now consider the "only if" direction for CT-optimality. Assume that F(@) is CT-optimal for C; the
proof must show that 7ZF ~ ¢~i,p ~ KpS~,~,,oki A/~j~-~@j,p. Suppose first that (TZF,r,I) ~ @i,p. Clearly,
( n r , r , l ) ~ A~¢i ~ili/,p. Because F(@) dominates itself, Theorem 7 implies that (nF,r,l) ~ KpS~,7~,oki,
giving the desired implication. Finally, suppose that (7~F, r, l) ~ KpS~f,~,,oki A Ajgi "~J,p. Let F(@) be
the dominating protocol constructed from F(@) using the CT-case of Lemma 8 (using j = i). Note that
@i,p -~ KpS~,7~,oki, so (T~F,r,I) ~ @i,~. Since F(~li) is optimal, it dominates F(@), so ( 7 ~ , r , l ) ~ @j,p for
some aj q C. Since all other actions are already excluded, it must be that (T~, r, l) ~ ~i,v, completing the
proof.
[3
The first two cases above are essentially the same as results observed earlier [12,14]. The results regarding
problems requiring termination are new. This characterization of optimal protocols, although precise, is
somewhat lacking in that it does not indicate how to go about constructing such a protocol. This is in
marked contrast to the papers on simultaneous coordination [4,13,17]. These first exhibited the knowledge
needed to achieve such coordination and then used it directly to construct optimum solutions.
To develop optimal protocols for nonsimultaneous coordination, it is necessary to iteratively apply
Lemma 8 to some initial protocol. The idea is that each application of the lemma improves the performance of a particular action. After all actions have been improved, the result is an optimal protocol.
T h e o r e m 10: Let C be a coordination problem and let '<' be some total order of the actions in C (al <

a2 < " . < am). Let F(~) be a full-information action protocol. If F(@) X-satisfies C (where X is either N,
C, NT, or CT), then inductively define F(@ i) (0 < i < m) as follows: F(~li°) is F(@) and .F(@I+1) is the
dominating protocol constructed from F(@ i) using the X-case of Lemma 8, using j = i + 1. Then F(@ m) is
X-optimal for C and dominates F(~I,).
Proof: The proof considers the case of CT-optimality; the others are similar. It follows by Lemma 8 that,
for all i (1 < i < m), F(~I,i) CT-satisfies C and dominates all F(ff j) with j < i. It remains only to show
that F(~li m) is CT-optimal; this is done by showing that it dominates any protocol F(k~) that CT-satisfies
c and that dominates
To show that
m) dominates F ( ¢ ) , assume that (nF,r,t)
V,,p. Since
F(@) dominates F(@m), it also dominates F(@i-1). Thus, by Theorem 7, (7~F,r,l) ~ KpS~,poki, where
:Pi is based on ~i-1. But this is precisely @~,v, so F(@ i) has p perform ai at (r,l). Since F(@ m) dominates
F(@i), it also has p perform some action at (r,l). Thus, F(@ m) dominates F(@) and is optimal.
O
Theorem 10 shows how any protocol can be converted into an optimal protocol. In particular, it can be
applied to a degenerate protocol F(~li) that performs no actions (i.e., with ~i,p = false for all i and p). The
first application of Lemma 8 results then in the following action function (for CT-satisfaction):

~'P ~

pS~f,~ l okl
false

ifi=l
if i > 1

where Pl is based in • and is thus empty. Thus, ~ , ~ simplifies to KpS~okl. Thus, by Theorem 2, F(@ 1)
performs al as early as any protocol can. The second application results in the following:
{ Kp(S~okl A-~S~,7,2ok2)

ifi = 1

KpS~,~ ok2

if i = 2

false

if i > 2

@~,p ~

where P2 is based on @1. This is {q E T~ I KqS~okl}. If there are only two actions in C (as in the case of
Eventual Byzantine Agreement), then F ( ~ 2) is optimal. Otherwise, Lemma 8 can be applied as many times
as necessary.
10

Discussion

and

Conclusions

This paper considered four different types of coordination problems. For each problem, we determined the
knowledge necessary to perform an action and used this to characterize the domination relationship between
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different solutions and to develop and characterize optimum and optimal solutions. In the past, researchers
have used simple common knowledge to study simultaneous coordination [4,13,17]. When the simultaneity
restriction is relaxed, weaker (but less intuitive) variants of common knowledge become more appropriate.
These variants are the fixed points of certain knowledge operators. The operators used depended on the
type of coordination desired:
• consistent coordination requires true knowledge, whereas nonconsistent coordination requires only belief;
• the agreement condition of coordination requires continual knowledge to ensure that there is never a
disagreement; and
• the termination condition of coordination requires eventual knowledge to ensure t h a t all nonfaulty
processors eventually decide.
A major contribution of this paper is the definition of extended common knowledge, which combines the
continual and eventual knowledge needed for coordination problems with termination.
Necessary and sufficient conditions were given for a problem to have an optimum solution. These conditions depended on the type of coordination desired. While some problems have optimum solutions regardless
of the type of coordination required, it seems likely that the type of coordination will be important in some
cases. Furthermore, it is quite possible that, for some problems, the existence of an optimum solution may
depend also on the type and number of failures that can occur or on the synchrony of the communication
network. In the future, we plan to further study these conditions to provide, when possible, a simpler
characterization of coordination problems with optimum solutions.
Some of the optimum solutions given require action when some fact becomes eventual common knowledge. A b e t t e r understanding of the semantics of this knowledge would facilitate the implementation of
such protocols and an understanding of their complexity (Moses and Tuttle [13] analyze the complexity of
computing simple common knowledge). Tuttle [19] gives a characterization of the semantics of eventual common knowledge based on game theory. In a separate paper [1], we study the relationship between eventual
common knowledge and distributed knowledge [5,11]. For the purposes of this paper, distributed knowledge
of a fact about the input is equivalent to weak eventual common knowledge of the same fact. Because it is
easier to reason about distributed knowledge than eventual common knowledge, we can use this equivalence
to simplify the implementation and analysis of some of the protocols discussed here. For example, we show
that, in systems with general omission failures, testing for distributed knowledge is NP-hard.
We also consider cases in which the necessary knowledge is impossible to attain. Neiger and Turtle [17]
showed that strong common knowledge cannot be achieved in synchronous distributed systems with general
omission failures in which n, the number of processors~ is less than equal to 2t~ where t is the maximum
number of faulty processors. This shows that consistent simultaneous coordination cannot be achieved in
these systems. We show that strong eventual common knowledge cannot be attained in these same systems,
indicating that consistent nonsimultaneous coordination cannot be achieved in these systems. Furthermore,
we conjecture that strong eventual common knowledge cannot be achieved in asynchronous systems with
send-omission failures in which n _< 2t, indicating again that consistent coordination cannot be achieved in
such cases. In the future, we plan to study the systems in which the various forms of eventual common
knowledge can be achieved so as to b e t t e r understand when different forms of coordination are possible.
Our development of optimal protocols uses extended common knowledge. Implementation of these protocols will depend on gaining a better understanding of this new form of knowledge. It is likely that the
semantics of extended common knowledge cart be understood by combining the game-theoretic characterization of eventual common knowledge [19] with the graph-theoretic characterization of continual common
knowledge [12]. Just as Moses and Tuttle [13] showed how a graph-theoretic characterization of common
knowledge could be used to implement and analyze the complexity of simultaneous coordination protocols
based on common knowledge, a b e t t e r understanding of extended common knowledge could do the same for
the more general form of coordination considered here.
It should be noted that the results in this paper apply to systems with both synchronous and asynchronous
communication. In the past, most papers involving knowledge and coordination have concentrated on systems
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with synchronous communication. Because we consider a new form of termination that is weaker, but more
appropriate to asynchronous systems, than that used earlier, our analysis applies to these more practical
systems. For example, the results of this paper can be applied to the protocols developed by Gopal and
Toueg [9] for coordination in asynchronous systems.
It is reasonable to ask why Halpern, Moses, and Waarts [12], who considered a problem that does require
termination (Eventual Byzantine Agreement), used continual, instead of extended, common knowledge to
construct optimal protocols. It turns out that many of their results were developed for a weaker coordination
problem (not requiring termination) and then applied to solutions to Eventual Byzantine Agreement (where
processors terminate in every run). The termination property of the original solution to which their methods
were applied is "inherited" by the resulting optimal protocol. Because the definition of termination considered
in this paper is, in a sense, conditional and not absolute, it cannot be inherited in this way; extended common
knowledge is needed in order to retain it.
Note that the construction of optimal protocols depends on a total ordering of the m actions in a
coordination problem. There are m! such orderings and thus m! ways to derive an optimal protocol. We
conjecture that, for any coordination problem with m actions, there are at most m! optimal protocols. This
would imply that the construction of an optimal protocol could always begin with a degenerate protocol (that
performs no actions) and that it would not be necessary to first find a correct protocol and then optimize
it.
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